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Review Farticle Model, Density, Properties and Chemical Reactions
Test

1. Determine if each statement is refer:ring to a solid, liquidpr
a- The have no forces of attraction.
b- They have a medium force of attraction.
c- They are very far apart.
d- They have very strong forces of attraction.
e- They have little movement.
f- They take up a lot of space and are free to move.
g- The two that have a definite shape and volume.
h- The two that are non-compressible.

2. What happens to solids, liquids and gases when they are heated?
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3. State whether the flollowing examples are fusion, solidification, evaporation,
condensation, sublimation or deposition.
a- Water tums to gas.

b- Moth balls give off a bad odour.
c- Popsicles melt in the sun.
d- J-ello hardens in the fridge.
e- Your windshield is full of water in the morning.

4. Detentine if the following will have an increase or decrease in temperature and an
increase or decrease r n ener

Inc. or dec. in temperature Inc. or dec. in energ!
Ice melts lfi ( {.1 C lMl'-f"It ic
Water evapolates 1't1f r'-r'r"l ("f, *fY { dt\t {"
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i i 6. Why is it tnore imporlant to have a characteristic'pioperty than a non characteristi.c one?
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7. How can you use ffrany non-characteristic properties to identify a solid?
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You put a chain in 50 mL of water. The water rises to 55 mL with the chain. The chain
had a mass of 25 g. What is the density of the chain?

5 g )n'l
A cube had a length of 3 crn, a height of 5 crn and a width of 7 cm. Its mass was 16 g.
What is the cube's density?
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10. An orange was put into I 5 mL of water. The water rose to 22 mL with the orange. The
orange's fi1ass was 4 g. What is the density of the orange? n lfrL
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[an unknown liquid who's mass is 7 g and,volume is 6.5 rnl-. Explain how the\ mass and lvolume pf a liquid are found and detemine if the unknown liquid is water.Li,rl, drr,i ff {\ r ," ri,,{ t; i a;;, tdtdir.e 
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13. Explain the procedure in detail to find the density of a regular solid. . \,,
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CCP BLP RLP Conductivitv
Acid \r \
Base { Y K
Distilled water x
Salt water x Y
Alcohol
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16' What test allows you to distinguish between saltwater and distilled water?
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17. What is the characteristic test for acids alid bases?
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19. Fill in the table for the tests and results.

20. You are given three liquids in a dropper bottle, one is salt water, the other is a base and
the third is alcohol. You need to determine which liquid is in which dropper bottle.
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22. Explarn the difference between an element and compound.
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23. What is produced when 2 elements bond? What happens to the mass?
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25. You are given 3.0 g of brown powder in a crucible which is heated. At the end of the
experiment, you obtain a silver colored solid and a gas that has accumulated in a flask.
The mass of the silver colored solid is 2.80 g and the mass of the gas is 0.20 g. The gas
that was produced was brought close to a flaming splint which caused a popping sound.
A-Explain why we can conclude that only two substances were produced after the brown
powder was heated.lli, {i;"i l r 1 ;66;6'- \) ,.,\,, r :, [r,\if Lli ,j 
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C- Explain which gas was produced after the reaction.
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26. Whi best how to find th cube?answer Dest explalns how to llnd tne mass and v0lume O a

Mass Volume Mass Volume
{ Liquid mass Water d splacement Water disolacement LxWxH

..,E Weieh it Water d solacement (I)) Weisht it LxWxH

27 . trn the laboratory, you do various tests on a liquid and note the following results :

1. The liquid makes cobalt chloride paper turn pink.
2. The density of the liquid is 1.2 g/ml.
3. The liquid has no effect on either red or blue litmus paper.

V/hich of the following statements is true? ..:\
{ffr.liquid is pure water. (Ci ffr. liquid is a mixture of waier and another

\ siibstance.
p fte liquid is an acidic solution jCfn" hquid is a basic solution

28. You conducted a laboratory experirnent to identify the propedies of an unknown liquid.
These properties are as follows :

- The liquid tums cobalt chloride paper pink.
- The liquid tums blue litmus paper red.
- The liquid conducts electrioity.
- The liquid has a density of 1.05 g/crn3.

Given these properties, which of the following statements is true?

[[fhe unknown liquid is distilled water.

@ff'," unknown liquid is an acidic solution.
p) The unknown liquid is a basic solution.
p) The unknown liquid is a neutral solution.
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29. A group of 4 students are given two unknown liquids. They need to determine whether

the two substances are the same or different. Each student proposes a different
experiment to solve the question.
17.The first student proposes to determine the density of the liquids
K.fne second proposes to weigh the 2 liquids

' 3-rfhe third says to find the freezing point of the liquids
4 tne forth says to do a litmus paper test on the liquids

Which student(s) is right?
A)1
B)3and4

c)l
@r

and2
and 3

30. You are given three beakers containing different substances.

observations in the table below :

You compile your

Observations Beaker 1 Beaker 2 Beaker 3

State
Colour
Volume
Cobalt chloride paper
Litmus paper
Electrical Conductivity

liquid
colourless

100 mL
turns pink
no change

yes

liquid
colourless

125 mL
no change
no change

no

liquid
colourless

120 mL
tums pink
tums red

yes

Which answer properly explains which beaker(s) had water present in the solutions?

$Beaker 2had water present in the solution because it did not conduct electricity

fiBeaker 3 had water present in the solution because the Litmus paper turned red
'-rp(neaters I and 2 h;d water present in the solution because the Litrnus paper did not change

,*qf ours
' 

D;) Beakersl and 3 had water present in the solution because the Cobalt chloride papff turned

bink

31. Using the same table fiom number 30, which answer properly explains which beaker(s)

contained an acid?
'\{Beaker 

2 contained an acid because it did not conduct etrectricity
(bJ geaker 3 contained an acid because the Litmus paper turned red

Y(Beakers I and 2 contained an acid because the Litmus paper did not change colours

ffieeakersl and 3 contained an acid because the Cobalt chloride paper turned pink

32. The student finds a silver rectangle and a silver cube. He wonders if they are the same

substance. He decides to find the mass and volume of each object and put the information

on a table.
Mass Volume

Rectangle 22 s. 9 cm'
Cube 18e [3 cm'

Determine which conclusion made was conect?

,sfn"V can not be the same substance because they have different mass and volumes

Inlhfrev can not be the same substance because they have different densities
\/
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not be the same substance because they have different masses

not be the same substance because they are different shapes

JJ. In the laboratory, performs
been given H llowi

experirrents on two pure substances that he has

bservations:
Christian
ords the fi

Substance 1

Substance 2

Characteristic Before Heatins After Heatins to 400'C

Conductivit good sood

Colour gray gra]

Form rectansular round

Masnetism none none

Mass 22.60 s 22.60 s

Densitv I 1.40 s/crrll I 1.40 e/cm3

Solubilitv in water none none

With the help of these notes, Christian has to describe each of these two substances in terms of
g,rr€lement or a cornpound.

i A),Eubstance I is a compound; substance 2 could be a compound or an element.

S Substance I is an element; substance 2 is a cornpound.
(ff Subrtunce 1 could be a compound or an element; substance 2 could be a compound or an
/element.
'@ Substance I could be a compound or an element; substance 2 is an element.
t
33. You are taking part in a game. The object of the game is to identify an object. You are

p4titled to ask only one question, which properly of the substance would you ask about?

(ellts boiling point d)uirr tunction
'fftt shape B:,, temperature

tr I gu() ()il0w1 () CIV ulI

Characteristic Before Heatins After Heating to 400"C

Conductivitv none none

Colour white white

Form powder granular

Magnetism none none

Mass l5 ?5 0 1 3.50 e

Solubility in water yes no

Note. A gas is released upon heating; this gas has a

characteristic odour and is brownish in colour'


